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If a dart lands, for instan e, in the segment
marked 17 and is within the treble ring, a treble
17 (that is 51) has been s ored.
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Bullseye (50)

Treble 17 s ored

In the game 501 two players ea h start with a s ore of 501 and, taking it in turns, throw 3
darts at the board. The total s ore is dedu ted from 501. The winner is the one who rea hes a
s ore of exa tly zero, with their nal dart landing in the double ring or the bullseye.
Note* : treble = triple.
Adapted from CIMT, University of Plymouth website

Questions
1. The darts board has a spe i

design in whi h high numbers are usually next to low numbers.

Can you guess why they are arranged like that?
2.

(a) With just one dart it is possible to s ore 50 (with the bullseye), or 51 (with a treble
17). What other s ores between 50 and 60 are possible with just one dart?
(b) Find the lowest s ore it is impossible to obtain with just one dart.

3. With 3 darts, and assuming that every dart s ores, what is:
(a) the highest s ore possible;
(b) the lowest s ore possible?
4.

(a) Give a

on rete way of winning, in a game of 501, using exa tly 9 darts.

(b) What is the lowest number of darts a player has to throw to

omplete a game of 501?

5. Suppose you throw a dart at random, and that your dart hits the board,

ompute to 2DP

the probability that
(a) it is a bullseye ;
(b) it is a double.
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